
 
 

 
Aladdin Musical – Jan/Feb 2023 

@ Youtheatre Players in Palm Desert Mall AND  
Riverside County Fair and National Date Festival 

AUTHORIZATION FORM FOR: ____________________________________ 

                                                                                                                           Print Minor Cast Member's Name(s) Here 
  

Rev. 01/06/23 

Whether at the YTP Mall Space or the Pageant Stage Compound at the Riverside Fairgrounds, or any other locations for 
rehearsals or other production-related scheduled times, it is CPP’s intention that cast members under 18 years of age are 
required to stay at the facility once they arrive and until they are officially dismissed and picked up by a parent.  Of course, 
CPP cannot be responsible if a cast member directly violates this requirement and leaves without authorization.   
 
Since there are many long rehearsal periods with breaks for lunch, etc., and many cast members take advantage of carpools 
to get to and from, we provide this form so that a PARENT or LEGAL guardian can provide authorization to let their minor-age 
cast member leave during breaks (under specified conditions) or leave with others at the end of their scheduled time. 
 
If you opt to allow your minor-age cast member to have authorization to leave through this form, CPP will endeavor to honor 
your direction; however, it remains the parent’s responsibility to instruct the cast member what he/she can and cannot do.  Be 
aware, too, that if permission is granted to leave the CPP/YTP mall space there is no way for CPP to monitor them.  Your 
signature acknowledges that CPP/YTP can in no way be held responsible for events arising from a participant’s refusal to 
understand and follow the rules in relation to remaining in the space. 
 

AUTHORIZATION 
FOR LUNCH 
BREAKS OR 
DOWN TIME AT 
THE MALL 
 

During authorized breaks, my Child(ren) named above Is(are) allowed to leave: 
 

       with NO ONE (i.e., NOT allowed to leave the space) 

       ALONE  
       with CPP/YTP STAFF MEMBER(S) 

       with other youth cast members that include (only check this if no adult need be present)  
               ___________________________________________________________                              

        with other adults that include _________________________________________ 

 

AUTHORIZATION 
FOR LUNCH 
BREAKS OR 
DOWN TIME AT 
FAIRGROUNDS 

During authorized breaks, my Child(ren) named above Is(are) allowed to leave: 
 

       with NO ONE (i.e., NOT allowed to leave the space)  

       ALONE  

       with CPP/YTP STAFF MEMBER(S) 
       with other youth cast members that include (only check this if no adult need be present)  
               ___________________________________________________________                              

        with other adults that include _________________________________________ 
 

AUTHORIZATION 
TO LEAVE UPON 
DISMISSAL – AT 
THE MALL 

Upon Dismissal, my Child(ren) named above is(are) allowed to leave: 
 

       ONLY with MOM or DAD [or official LEGAL GUARDIAN*]  

       ALONE 
       with other adults that include _________________________________________ 
* LEGAL GUARDIAN is one for which court papers must be provided to CPP 

AUTHORIZATION 
TO LEAVE UPON 
DISMISSAL -  
FAIRGROUNDS 

 

Upon Dismissal, my Child(ren) named above is(are) allowed to leave: 
 

       ONLY with MOM or DAD [or official LEGAL GUARDIAN*]  

       ALONE 
       with other adults that include _________________________________________ 
* LEGAL GUARDIAN is one for which court papers must be provided to CPP 

AUTHORIZATION 
WITH RESPECT 
TO SCHEDULED 
PERFORMANCE 
DAYS & TIMES 

 

On Scheduled Performance Days & Times, my Child(ren) named above: 
 

       May leave for break or dismissal using SAME AUTHORIZATIONS as above 

       ALONE 
       With other adults that include ________________________________________ 
 

 
[ 
 
Parent/LEGAL Guardian Signature ___________________________  Today’s date: ________________ 


